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Process management model of the CRAI of the UB
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The origins of the library
of the University of Barcelona
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Typology and number of the funds
Manuscripts – 2,150
Incunabula - 830 editions and nearly 1,240 copies
Printed books (from 1501 to 1820) - approximately 68,000
editons and 120,000 copies
Engravings – more than 8,000
Parchments - 890
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Restauration and conservation
Restauration sponsorship
Restauration worshop video
Special cathegory for the restauration and conservation posts in the Blog 
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Cataloguing
• Exhaustive description of each edition 
• Specific characteristics of each copy
• Identifying the edition 
• Identifying the agents involved  (printers, illustrators, former owners)
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Catalogue
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Catalogued and non catalogued documents
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Digitization process
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Dissemination of the Library
Databases
Exhibitions
Guided visits
International exchanges
Special collections
Practical lessons
Internships
Collaborations with the University
Participation in national and  international projects
Bachelor’s thesis and Master’s thesis
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Databases
Former ownersPrinters’ devices
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Special collections
Catàlegs de biblioteques
de convents
Fons Grewe
Guerra de Successió
Papers decorats
Relacions de successos
Juntas literarias
Manuscrits recuperats
per Marià Aguiló
Ramon LLull Col·legi de Cirurgia
de Barcelona
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International and national projects
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• Gesamtkatalog der Wiegendrucke (GW) database
• CERL Thesaurus 
• CERL’s “Material Evidence in Incunabula” project
• Europeana digital library
• Footprints: Jewish Books Through Time and Place
• Iberian Books
• European Jesuit Libraries Provenance Project
and other national resources
International rare book librarians in our library
Gwendolyn and Bart -
Amsterdam and Utrecht 
Universities
Chiara - Biblioteca 
universitaria di Lugano
David and Cristiana - University of 
Toronto and Biblioteca civica 
"Romolo Spezioli" (Fermo)
Hannes – University of
Augsburg
Sarah - Lincoln College. 
Oxford
Jenny and Åsa – Lund University
(Sweden)QQML 2020 - Neus Verger
Guided visits in
Rare Book and Manuscript CRAI Library
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Exhibitions at the
Rare Book and Manuscript CRAI Library
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Social media
blocbibreserva.ub.edu
/CRAIBibliotecadeReserva
https://www.instagram.com/craireserva/ - @craireserva
CRAI Biblioteca de Reserva
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University enviroment
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Practical classes
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Proposals for TFG and TFM 
(Bachelor’s thesis and Master’s thesis)
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Collaboration with different courses
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Internships
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Thank you
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